
COMMON APP EXAMPLE ESSAYS FOR STUDENT

Having helped thousands of students answer this question, I thought it would help to share some of my favorite
Common App essay examples.

A year of lab practice taught me how little I knew about ingredients, so my training continued with
independent research on toxins. Find this year's Common App writing prompts and popular essay questions
used by individual colleges. The farm connects education with experience; teaching me to see the application
of my classroom learning in a real setting. I translate the line to, "I yielded, and lifting my father I sought the
mountains. Learn more about how our Applications Program can help your chances of admission. I gaze at the
line for a moment before attacking it. What was the outcome? While the grass grew back, I built a soapbox car
entirely out of copper and steel strut channel only to find myself claiming last place in the annual "Soapbox
Derby. We had been in parallel battles the whole time and, yet, I only saw that Sam was in distress once he
experienced problems with which I directly identified. Your love of superheroes, baking chops, or family
history are all fair game if you can tie it back to who you are or what you believe in. From then on, my
childhood was a patchwork of failures. As a freshman, I decided that I did not want to be one of those people,
but instead wanted to live my high school life to its fullest. Education, to me, means understanding the hidden
processes that make up daily life. I've been a farmer since sophomore year. This talk was different, however;
this was the night when I finally inform my dad of my intention to major in my favorite school topic, the
classics. To my shame, I had been appallingly ignorant of his pain. I fall into a rhythm, plucking and setting
tomatoes in the container, eating several here and there. After the political turmoil of the Arab Spring many
Middle Eastern countries refuse to grant women equal positions in society because that would contradict
Islamic texts. One of our consultants wrote about how growing up in a poor Vietnamese immigrant family
inspired her to seize big opportunities, even if they were risky or challenging. My dad worked hard his entire
life so that his own children got the chance to attend college to study and become what they want to be, and
not what they needed to be for monetary reasons. This prompt allows you to expand and deepen a seemingly
small or simple idea, topic, or concept. I discovered that safety in cosmetics was a contested issue amongst
scientists, policy makers, companies, and consumer groups, variously telling me there are toxic ingredients
that may or may not be harmful. I want to explore new paths and grow within my community to eradicate the
prejudicial barriers on Latinos. I grab a tray from the shed and walk across pathways to the vine. Upon hearing
this news, my father's countenance was obscure, untranslatable. But preoccupied with new friends and a
rigorous course load, I failed to notice that the tables had turned. I've learned so much about the art of
storytelling and storytelling through art. I am no longer allowed to attend Chinese robotics competitions in
China as a mentor. Make sure you explain how you pursue your interest, as well. As I got older, I moved on to
small motors and engines, and rebuilt our lawn mower. Colleges are looking for a sense of maturity and
introspectionâ€”pinpoint the transformation and demonstrate your personal growth. I recall when I was six,
my Mom would send my twin brother and me to the backyard to weed dandelions. What prompted your
thinking? Looking for strategic college advice? Once I used physics to determine gear ratio, held a drill for the
first time, and jumped into the pit to fix a robot, I was hooked. Don't just summarize the plot; detail why you
enjoyed this particular text and what it meant to you. My Easter will drastically differ from past years. New
responsibilities came along as I spent that summer clearing my documentation, enrolling in school, and getting
electricity and water set up in our new home. The question gives you an opportunity to identify something that
kicks your brain into high gear, reflect on why it is so stimulating, and reveal your process for digging deeper
into something that you are passionate about. This question was reworded in admissions cycle, and the current
language is a huge improvement. Prompt 7: Topic of your choice. Yes, many girls I know in my Mexican
American community hold ostentatious events that look like they should be on the cover of a magazine.
Again, be honest in answering this questionâ€”don't choose a classic from your literature class or a piece of
philosophy just because you think it will make you seem smarter.


